It is difficult to achieve ideal virtual surgery transparency and stability when virtual tissue stiffness and damping are high. Typically, the stability of the surgery system is improved, while its transparency is sacrificed. In order to achieve high transparency in virtual surgical interactions, a maximum output force controller based on passive theory is proposed in this work. This controller is then applied in a virtual surgery system. The maximum output force controller predicts the maximum allowable output force above which the system passivity is broken and limits the force presented to the operator to this amount. The main contributions of this work include the following two parts: firstly, the maximum output force controller is developed and applied to a virtual surgery system; secondly, a new criterion for transparency is presented and analyzed for the level of transparency that can be achieved for a virtual surgical system when the stability is guaranteed. Experimental results show that the maximum output force controller can guarantee stability of the virtual surgical interaction with maximum transparency even when the virtual tissue stiffness and damping are high. In addition, the maximum output force controller is a self-adaptive controller. It works well without modification, regardless of the virtual tissue stiffness and damping.
Introduction
Over the past few decades, virtual surgery has developed rapidly with advancements in computing technology. 1 Virtual surgery systems have been developed to reduce risk during surgeon training. 2 A surgeon using a virtual surgery system can both see virtual interactions between tissues and surgical instruments and feel force feedback via a haptic device. Previous research has focused on visual feedback. The introduction of force feedback can cause system instability. However, haptic feedback plays an important role during a virtual surgery, because surgeons often rely on tactile and kinesthetic sensations during complex operations. As such, researchers have recently started to focus on haptic feedback research.
Force feedback has both positive and negative attributes. It enhances operator performance and allows surgeons to experience an immersive environment during surgery. 3, 4 However, it negatively influences system stability, especially when virtual tissues are rigid.
To solve the above problem, there has been significant research on passivity theorem, because it is an established framework for analyzing system stability. Colgate et al. 5 introduced the idea of a virtual coupling that guarantees stability for arbitrary passive human operators and environments. Virtual coupling can restrict the impedance required by a virtual environment to such a level that stable haptic interactions can be guaranteed. However, the virtual coupling cannot guarantee stability in active environments. Adams and Hannaford derived the concept of a virtual coupling based on a two-port network. The criteria for unconditional stability proposed by Llewelyn was introduced as a tool for the design and evaluation of virtual coupling networks. 6 However, it is very difficult to optimize virtual coupling parameters for performance. One must identify physical damping parameters through a complex dynamic characterization of the haptic interface, which is especially difficult in the case of a multipledegrees of freedom (DOF) haptic device. Kim and Ryu proposed a novel energy-bounding algorithm. 7 The proposed energy-bounding algorithm restricted the energy generated by the sampler and human operator to the consumable energy by placing physical damping elements in the virtual environment. It considered only system stability and neglected system transparency.
Hannaford and Ryu defined a passivity observer (PO) and a passivity controller (PC) and proposed the PO/PC algorithm as a method of guaranteeing system stability. The PO was used to measure the energy flow in and out of one or more subsystems in real-time software. Active behavior was indicated by a negative PO value. The PC could be used at any sampling instant to accurately measure absorption of the PO network energy output and ensure system stability. 8 These methods can be applied to environments with high stiffness; however, the PO/PC algorithm is limited to a fixed virtual environment. It needs to calculate the specific energy consumption element of the value to offset the leakage energy and maintain system passivity. 9 Recently, Ryu and Yoon proposed the memory-based passivation approach (MBPA), a new passivation method designed to increase the impedance range in which a haptic interface can passively interact in high-stiffness virtual environments. [10] [11] [12] This technology was implemented using a six-DOF haptic device and exhibited better performance than the recently proposed field-programmable gate array-based time-domain passivity approach. 13 However, the MBPA assumes that position resolution is uniform in all directions and, thus, is not easy to implement.
In order to maximize system fidelity, Kyungno and Doo presented an adjusting output-limiter (AOL) for stable haptic rendering in virtual environments. 14 The AOL maximized the system fidelity and guaranteed system passivity. However, the study included only a simulation in a generally deformable virtual environment, and system transparency was not discussed in detail.
Inspired primarily by the ideas presented in the literature, 14 this article develops a maximum output force controller (MOFC) for virtual surgical interactions. The MOFC observes the energy flow in system at every sampling instant. It predicts the maximum allowable output force at the next sampling instant in order to guarantee system passivity and limits the actual output force to this value. Thus, the system can offer maximum fidelity while guaranteeing stability. The actual experimental results show that the MOFC can achieve a stable interaction, regardless of virtual tissue stiffness and damping. The virtual surgical instrument can move along the expected trajectory stably during rigid interactions with the MOFC, while the same interactions are unstable without the MOFC. The main contribution of this article exists in the following two facts: firstly, the MOFC is developed and applied to a virtual surgery system; secondly, a new criterion for transparency is presented and is analyzed for the level of transparency that can be achieved for a virtual surgical system when the stability is guaranteed, which is not available in previous works.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. The second section illustrates why virtual surgery systems are nonpassive, the third section gives the details of the algorithm developed. Application of the MOFC to virtual surgery is introduced in the fourth section. The fifth section presents a new criterion for transparency of a haptic interaction system. Experimental results are presented in the sixth section, followed by concluding remarks and recommendations for future work in the final section.
Nonpassivity of the virtual surgery system
Passivity is a sufficient condition for stability. Thus, if a system is passive, it must be stable. The unique advantage of using passivity theory to design a controller for interconnected systems is its closure property, which implies that a combination of two or more passive systems connected in either feedback or parallel form is also passive. In order to analyze the system passivity, the virtual surgery system can be decomposed into four interconnected subsystems: an operator, a haptic device, a sampler and holder, and a virtual environment, as shown in Figure 1 . 15 An operator holds a haptic device and moves with velocity v o (t). The haptic device is mapped to a virtual instrument and interacts with virtual tissues. The velocity of the haptic device (virtual instrument) is v h (t). After discretization, the velocity of the virtual instrument at the kth sampling instant is v e (k). f e (k) is the force of interaction between the virtual instrument and virtual tissues according to the virtual model, while f h (t) is the continuous interaction force and f o (t) is the output force presented to the operator. 
for force (f 1 , f 2 ) and velocities (v 1 , v 2 ), where t is the time variable. Thus, the energy supplied to a passive network must be greater than negative E(0) at all times. For the haptic interaction system shown in Figure 1 , most previous research has considered the operator and the virtual tissues to be passive, 16, 17 and the haptic device itself is also passive. 17 A virtual surgery system becomes nonpassive because of the sampler and holder. The sampler and holder represent a sampled data system whose energy is expressed in equation (2) EðnÞ ¼
For a zero-order holder, equation (3) can be derived as in Kim and Ryu's work Therefore, the energy cannot be predicted perfectly, because it contains future position x(kþ1) and x(k). They may be negative or not. The sampler and holder may generate energy to the system and destroy the overall system passivity.
MOFC algorithm
The above analysis shows that the sampler and holder may generate energy to the system leading to system instability. Therefore, the key to ensuring system passivity is to design a controller that keeps the sample and holder passive. Based on Kyungno and Doo's study,14 we developed an MOFC for a virtual surgical interaction system, as shown in Figure 3 . We named the combined subsystem, including the haptic device, sample and holder, MOFC, and virtual tissues, "HSME." The purpose of the MOFC is to keep the HSME passive.
The MOFC ensures that the total energy of the HSME satisfies the conditions for passivity, making the overall system stable. The MOFC observes the energy of the HSME at every sampling instant. It monitors and analyzes the input and output energies, then predicts the maximum allowable output force at the next sampling instant in order to keep the HSME passive. If the actual output force presented to the operator is limited to the maximum allowable value, the HSME is certain to be passive, and thus the entire virtual surgery system is passive. The details of the MOFC design follow.
The maximum output force
For the virtual surgery system with a two-port network shown in Figure 3 , we define that the product of force and velocity is positive when energy flows from the system. We consider the energy E hsme (k) of the HSME. The total energy E hsme (k) from sampling instant 0 to kT is described by equation (4) E hsme ðkÞ ¼ E h ðkÞ þ E s ðkÞ þ E e ðkÞ ð 4Þ
where T is the sampling period, E h (k) is the total energy in the haptic device, E s (k) is the total energy in the sampler and holder, and E e (k) is the sum of the total energies in the MOFC and virtual tissues. The following equations can be derived according to Kyungno 
f s ðkÞ v s ðkÞ ð6Þ
f s ðkÞ v s ðkÞ ð 7Þ
The minimum Coulomb friction f co and damping friction f d in equations (5) to (8) are inherent to the environment and can be calculated based on the work by Kyungno and Doo. 14 The total energy E hsme (kþ1) of the HSME from sampling instant 0 to sampling instant (kþ1)T is
where e(kþ1) is the energy of the HSME at instant (kþ1)T, which is the energy in the independent point of the subsystem
To ensure that the system is passive, we must ensure that E hsme ðk þ 1Þ ! 0 at all times. The minimum velocity required to minimize E(kþ1) can be derived by differentiating equation (11) .
Based on equations (11) and (12), and the condition E hsme ðk þ 1Þ ! 0, we can conclude that the haptic system is passive at (kþ1)T, if equation (13) is satisfied:
where f max is the maximum allowable output force for guaranteed system passivity.
The actual output force
From the above equations, we can predict the maximum allowable output force that can guarantee system passivity at every sampling instant. The actual feedback force presented to the operator is corrected based on this maximum output force. The detailed correcting algorithm is presented in equation (14):
In summary, we predict the maximum allowable output force using equation (13) in order to guarantee that the HSME remains passive. If the HSME is passive, the entire virtual surgery interaction system is passive. The output force presented to the operator is then corrected using equation (14) . When the interaction force calculated based on the virtual model is less than the maximum allowable force in the current sampling instant, the force is presented to the operator directly and system fidelity is ideal. When the virtual model interaction force is greater than the maximum allowable force, the virtual surgery interaction system will become active and unstable if the force is output directly without modification. So the output force presented to the operator should be limited to the maximum allowable value in order to maintain system stability.
A virtual surgery system with an MOFC
We built a virtual surgery system with high immersion and fidelity as shown in Figure 4 and applied the MOFC to it. The system consists of two display devices, a mainframe, a haptic device, and a graphics workstation. The first display is in a cabinet with two pinholes through which an operator can see a three-dimensional (3-D) interaction scene. This provides a high degree of immersion to the operator. The second display is a normal two-dimensional display on the top. Two haptic devices can be placed on an operation platform (only a PHANTOM OMNI is used in this article). We built virtual models (including geometric and physical models) for the tissues and surgical instrument in a graphics workstation with an Intel Xeon E5-2630(v3) CPU and a NVIDIA Quadro K5200, to provide sufficiently fast computing. We used octree to organize the point cloud data of virtual tissues. The geometric model describes geometric information and topological relation of tissues. With the physical model, the interaction force between the virtual instrument and virtual tissues can be calculated and presented to the operator through the haptic device. The position of the six-DOF haptic device is mapped to that of the virtual surgical instrument during surgical interactions. Thus, the operator can hold the haptic device and control the virtual instrument during the operation. When the operator holds the haptic device and interacts with the virtual tissues, the deformation and interaction force can be calculated and presented based on the geometric and physical models. Therefore, the operator can see tissue deformation and feel interaction force between the surgical instrument and the virtual tissues with high immersion and fidelity.
The MOFC is applied to the virtual surgery system to ensure system stability. First, we read the haptic device position and velocity and calculate the interaction force f e (k) between the virtual tissues and the surgical instrument. Second, the total HSME energy is calculated at sampling instant kT. Third, we predict the total energy at the next instant and calculate the maximum allowable force f max for guaranteed system passivity using equation (13) . After comparing the interaction force f e (k) and the maximum allowable force f max , the corrected output force f s (k) calculated based on equation (14) is presented to the operator through the haptic device. The primary virtual surgical interaction flowchart is shown in Figure 5 .
Definition of transparency for a haptic interaction system
Transparency is used to quantify the performance as to how close the force presented to the operator is to that calculated by the virtual model. We give a new criterion for transparency for a virtual haptic interaction system. This is similar to the transparency of a teleoperation system. 18 The transparency of a virtual haptic interaction system is defined as
where Z o is the impedance presented to the operator and Z e is the impedance of the virtual model. 3 They can be expressed as follows:
where f o is the force presented to the operator, v o is the operator velocity, f e is the interaction force between the virtual instrument and tissues according to the virtual model, and v e is the virtual instrument velocity. The average transparency of the interaction is defined as the average of the transparencies from the first to last sampling instants during the interaction. This can be expressed using equation (18) :
The transparency illustrates the difference between the impedance of the virtual model and the impedance presented to the operator. It describes the fidelity of a virtual haptic interaction system, allowing discussion of its degree. When the impedance presented to the operator is the same as the impedance of the virtual model, the system is ideal and exhibits a transparency of 100%. In order to guarantee virtual interaction system stability, we must limit the output force to the maximum allowable value, which means that the force presented to the operator is sometimes less than that calculated using the virtual model. This decreases the transparency of the virtual interaction system. We have to sacrifice system transparency to improve system stability. What we can do is maximize system transparency with the condition of the guaranteed system stability.
Experimental results
In order to evaluate the MOFC, we performed experiments with the virtual surgery system shown in Figure 4 . Because we focus on virtual interaction stability, the task of the operator (surgeon) is to hold the surgical instrument and poke the virtual tissue along an expected trajectory. The expected trajectory of each experiment is a V-like path. For operating convenience, we don't require the expected trajectory in each experiment to be exactly the same. If the actual instrument trajectory is a V-like path, the system is stable, and the operator can hold and move the instrument as expected. When the virtual surgical instrument interacts with virtual tissues, the interaction force between the two is presented to the operator. Three types of virtual tissues were interacted with in this article. The first and second experiments involved interactions with soft tissues and rigid tissues, respectively. The final experiment required interaction with a combination of soft and rigid tissues. Lower sampling frequencies lead to difficulty ensuring haptic interaction system stability. 19 Thus, we used a very low sampling frequency (50 Hz) for all experiments.
Experiments with soft tissues
We performed soft tissue virtual surgical interaction experiments with and without the MOFC. In both experiments, the stiffness and damping of the virtual soft tissues were k ¼ 6 N/m and b ¼ 15 Ns/m, respectively. The virtual tissue with this stiffness and damping is as soft as meat. The aim of these two experiments was to prove that the surgical interaction is inherently stable and that the MOFC transmits the unchanged interaction force during soft tissue interactions.
Experiment without the MOFC. First, we performed the soft tissue virtual surgical interaction without the MOFC. We held the manipulator and interacted with the virtual tissues along the expected trajectory (a V-like path). The instrument moved along the V-like path as expected. The actual trajectory and force are shown in Figure 6 (a) and (b). For soft tissue interactions, the haptic system without the MOFC is inherently stable.
Experiment with the MOFC. Second, we performed the soft tissue virtual surgical interaction with the MOFC. Again, we held the manipulator and interacted with the virtual Figure 5 . The primary system flow chart.
tissues along the expected trajectory. The actual trajectory and force are shown in Figure 7 (a) and (b), respectively. Because the virtual tissue is soft and the virtual interaction system is inherently passive, the MOFC outputs the interaction force calculated using the virtual model to the operator unchanged. Thus, the force before modification in X, Y, and Z is coincident with the force after modification in X, Y, and Z (Figure 7(b) ).
From these two experimental results, we can draw the following conclusion: if the virtual tissue stiffness and damping are low (the virtual tissue is soft), it is easy for the virtual surgery system to be passive and the MOFC is not necessary. The MOFC does not play a role in this experiment, and the interaction force is transmitted unchanged. According to equations (15) to (17) , the system transparency is 100% for soft tissue interactions.
Experiments with rigid tissues
In this case, we performed rigid tissue virtual surgical interaction experiments with and without the MOFC. In both experiments, the stiffness and damping of the virtual tissues were k ¼ 45 N/m and b ¼ 150 Ns/m, respectively. The tissues are very rigid and feel to the operator like interaction with gristle. The goal of these two experiments was to demonstrate that the virtual surgery system with the MOFC can maintain stability during rigid interactions, while the system without the MOFC is unstable.
Experiment without the MOFC. First, we performed the rigid tissue virtual surgical interaction without the MOFC. We used the manipulator to poke the virtual tissues along a planned trajectory (a V-like path). Because the virtual tissues are rigid and the output force cannot satisfy the conditions for system passivity, the interaction is not stable. The operator finds that the haptic manipulator does not move as expected. Thus, the instrument trajectory is disturbed and does not follow the V-like path in this case (Figure 8(a) ). The interaction force is shown in Figure 8 (b).
Experiment with the MOFC. Second, we interacted with the above rigid tissues with the MOFC implemented. Again, we held the manipulator and poked the virtual tissues along the planned trajectory. The actual instrument trajectory is shown in Figure 9 (a), and the interaction force is shown in Figure 9(b) . Because the MOFC limits the output force, it guarantees that the virtual surgery system is passive. Thus, the 3-D instrument trajectory is not disturbed and the instrument can move smoothly along the V-like path as expected. The force is lower after modification in X, Y, and Z than before from the 649th to the 659th sampling instant (Figure 9(b) ). The system stability in this experiment with the MOFC is superior to that in the experiment without the MOFC because the MOFC reduces the output force to the passivity limit. Thus, system transparency is sacrificed. The value of the MOFC is that it outputs the maximum allowable force, which implies that it maximizes system fidelity within the constraint of guaranteed stability. According to the criterion for transparency in the "Definition of transparence for a haptic interaction system" section, the average transparency for the interaction can be calculated using equation (18) . The average transparencies in the X, Y, and Z directions are 71.59%, 79.21%, and 73.4%, respectively, during the interaction. Based on these two experimental results, the MOFC can limit the output force to the maximum value allowed within the constraint of the guaranteed system stability during a rigid interaction. Thus, it can maximize system fidelity with guaranteed stability. This improves system stability by sacrificing the minimum transparency. Tissues that are more rigid lead to more difficulty maintaining system stability. As a result, more force is removed by the MOFC in order to maintain system stability.
Experiments with mixed rigid and soft tissues
In real surgery, interactions with an unpredictable mixture of soft and rigid tissues occur. Thus, the controller should be able to adapt to any type of tissue. The aim of this experiment was to prove that the MOFC is a selfadaptive controller for tissues with differing levels of stiffness and damping. We used the manipulator to poke virtual tissues with differing levels of stiffness along the planned trajectory. The soft tissue (k ¼ 6 N/m, b ¼ 15 Ns/m) was poked first, and then the rigid tissue (k ¼ 45 N/m, b ¼ 150 Ns/m) was poked. This experiment was performed with the MOFC.
The actual trajectory is shown in Figure 10 (a), and the output force is shown in Figure 10(b) . The instrument moves smoothly along the V-like path as expected. When the instrument interacts with the soft tissue, the MOFC does not change the output force. Thus, the forces before and after the MOFC are the same from the 910th sampling point to the 918th sampling point (Figure 10(b) ). When the instrument interacts with the rigid tissue, the MOFC limits the output force in order to maintain system stability. Thus, the force after the MOFC is less than the force before the MOFC from the 918th sampling point to the 928th sampling point. This indicates that the MOFC is a self-adaptive controller. It works well without modification, regardless of the virtual tissue stiffness and damping.
Conclusions
In virtual surgical interactions, virtual tissues can include soft muscles and rigid bones. Maintaining virtual surgical interaction stability can be difficult, especially in the case of rigid interactions. In this work, the MOFC is developed and applied to a virtual surgery system. The MOFC is a self-adaptive controller that can maximize system fidelity within the constraint of guaranteed stability. It works well without modification, regardless of the virtual tissue stiffness and damping. In this article, a new criterion for transparency for a virtual interaction system is presented and it is analyzed for the level of fidelity that the virtual surgery system can achieve in quantity within the constraint of the guaranteed system stability. Because passivity is a sufficient condition for stability, this system is conservative in limiting the output force presented to the operator. This implies that the system fidelity can be further improved using a force controller based on the Lyapunov theorem or other alternatives to the passivity theorem. In the future, we may study less conservative force controllers to achieve better fidelity in virtual surgical operations.
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